
For 257312 Lovers…..
 

For many folks, myself included, the .25s, and especially the 25-20, are gentle little rifles made for puttering around in
the woods and prowling the creek banks in search of animate and inanimate targets.  Their light weight, low noise, and
low recoil make them a perfect woods companion gun with cast bullets.
 
The velocity of factory ammunition in the 25-20 runs right around 1400 feet per second. This is kind of a slow, lazy
velocity by modern standards but sufficient for most purposes that it is called on to do.
 
It is a very nice little cartridge for reloading as well, especially with cast bullets.
 
The only problems encountered are the availability of moulds for this little gem.  Right now, we’re limited to
production moulds from Lyman in the form of the 257420, which is about a 70-grain gas check design and the 25-85-
CM plain base from RCBS, which runs about 85 grains.
 
Most shooters with 25-20s get the itch to shoot the 257312 Lyman design sooner or later.  Alas, it’s available no more
and there’s a long waiting line on E-Bay for the specimens that hit the auctions.
 
A suitable clone is available from NEI in the form of it’s 257-89-GC and it shoots pretty well but is not a 257312.
 
I was messing with making some 25-85-CM bullets yesterday for a friend in Nebraska and started looking at the
design.  It’s a little shorter than the 257312 and has a larger nose and wider meplat than the 257312.  Sort of like a
257312 with an LBT nose. Wouldn’t it be great if it existed as a gas check design?

 
Bullet Length

257312 Ideal .747
25-85-CM RCBS .671

 
I’d done earlier experiments on gas checking larger PB bullets by pouring through a perforated check.  That was out in
this application because of the sprue plate diameter.  I’d also swaged gas check shanks on plain based bullets for the
358430 200 grain.  Maybe that would work here.
 
I measured a .25 gas check and no diameter sizer I had fit.  Then my eyes rested on an old, rusty can of 6.5mm
Hornaday checks I’d gotten in a trade some time back.  I’d been able to use these on .25 bullets before so I measured
one of them.  It measured .243” and I had a .243” diameter sizer. 
 
I placed the sizer in my Lyman #450 sizer and installed a flat top punch.  I carefully sized the base band to .243” and
left the remainder at as cast diameter.  The 6.5mm check fit just fine.
 
After completing the operation, I replaced the sizing die with a .259” and proceeded to size and lube the bullets.  It is
almost a dead ringer for the 257312.
 
Annealing the checks gives a better fit with less effort in swaging the check down, which could cause nose distortion.
 
They look really good but the proof is in the shooting and I’ll do that later on this spring with the 25-20. In the interim,
I loaded 50 rounds for the .257 Roberts last weekend with a known load that has given me accuracy in the past. 
Despite the rain and wind during my range session, I was able to get groups of 1 ½” and 2”.  I was well satisfied with
the performance and it appears that this modification works and is accurate.
 
If you’ve been lusting for a 257312 for that 25-20, 25/35 or 257 Roberts, grab a RCBS 25-85-CM, a .243 sizer and
some 6.5mm gas checks and you’ve got a bullet that’s pretty close.



L-R: 257312 and 25-85-CM RCBS
 
The best part is that you can always shoot the bullet in the plain base version.
 

John Goins/akabeage
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


